Abstract
Document Archive/Retrieval System
A document archive and retrieval system allows users to archive a large number of documents on several devices. The primary devices used in the application area are optical storage devices, but there are also other media types, such as hard drives or remote storage devices. The system in focus was originally designed and implemented in C on a Unix platform supporting only one database management system. It was ported to several Unix variants and to Windows NT. Later, support for other database management systems was added. The archive and retrieval server were on Unix and Windows written in C. Unix clients were C written and Windows clients were developed in C++ and Java.
The system consists of three distinct system layers. The Client Layer hosts the different customer clients. Moreover, there exists a number of system and administration clients. All clients access the system via a set of proprietary protocols and interfaces based on sockets. A System Layer hosts the system demon as a central access point, that manages archive, retrieval, and database query handler processes. A scheduler, a cache, and document handlers implement the actual archive/retrieval tasks. An administration demon implements the server-side of the administration tasks. Finally, the Storage Device Layer hosts several different storage device drivers, like optical disk juke-box driver, hard disk driver, network access protocols, etc. These are unified in this layer behind a RPC interface API.
The company faced several problems with the legacy application. It was hard to change how clients and servers communicated, because they used a proprietary protocol based on sockets. Only the access to storage devices was using an RPC standard protocol. Support of the system on several platforms with several versions became a severe maintenance problem. Moreover, similar problems occurred in maintenance of the database code, because the system used different DBMS products/versions that were accessed by different protocols and that had different SQL dialects.
Both problems led to a reduced understandability of the code, since it was full of pre-processor directives for different versions. As a consequence dynamic changes of products were impossible. Instead a complete re-compilation was necessary. Since many dependencies in the different parts of the code existed, it was hard to exchange implementations against other implementations. Thus a piecemeal migration seemed to be hard to accomplish.
However, the overall architecture of the system has proven to be reliable and well functioning. Therefore, the basic architecture of the system does not necessarily have to change. In a first idea of reengineering, a solution of migrating the whole code base to a rewritten solution in C++ or Java was envisioned. But this would have led to considerable costs for legacy migration, for rewriting existing code from the scratch, and for architecture redesign. In contrast, the reengineering case study presented in this paper presents a concept for piecemeal migration of the application to a solution that avoids the sketched problems, is based on reusable black-box components, and shows a significantly increased flexibility.
Pattern-Based Component Integration
For piecemeal component migration we have used the architectural pattern language from [5, 4] . The aim of the pattern language is to generate flexible black-box architectures in a piecemeal and generative way. Here, for space reasons, we can only give thumbnails of the "new" patterns with problem and solution. The interdependencies of the introduced patterns among each other and with several popular object-oriented software patterns are introduced implicitly in the reengineering examples of the next section. It is important to note that the pattern language contains several smaller popular object-oriented software patterns, including WRAP-PER FACADE [10] , PROXY [2] , DECORATOR [2] , ADAPTER Build an explicit DISPATCHER instance. Let the calls in the subsystem and the calls to the subsystem pass the DISPATCHER, that redirects to the original receiver.
OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER [4]
How can we apply advanced object-oriented techniques in non-object-oriented languages or in object systems that are not powerful enough?
Build or use an object system as a language extension in the target language and then implement the design on top of this OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER. EXPLICIT EX-
PORT/IMPORT
How can we ensure that internal changes in an exported component do not affect the importing component and vice versa?
Provide explicit interfaces for both, export and import of a component. Components describe the services they provide and that they require. BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEPTOR How can we avoid the problem that customizations through (class-based) ADAPTERS and DECORATORS split up one conceptual entity into several entities leading to a loss of transparency?
Provide a mechanism to introduce before/after interception. Decorations/adaptations can be performed transparently by this mechanism. Table 1 . Architectural Pattern Language for Piecemeal Reengineering: Pattern Thumbnails [2] , and FACADE [2] . The basic idea is that the larger architectural patterns contain the smaller ones and, therefore, generate architectural solutions. The smaller patterns are applied as a consequence of the architectural context.
In a first step we use the distinct C written subsystems as candidate components. Afterwards, we will refine these components in a piecemeal effort. Firstly, we have to choose an object system (in order to apply OBJECT SYS-TEM LAYER) and have to wrap the components with this object system. We have the following choices: We can use C++ (or Java with JNI) and integrate the C components. Or we can build an object system as a library in C, as discussed in [4] . Or we can use an existing OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER implementation, as for instance the objectoriented scripting language XOTCL [9] . Here, we propose to use an object-oriented scripting language, like XOTCL, because it language supports several of the patterns: It is itself an OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER, it implements a DIS-PATCHER, and it has three language constructs implementing BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEPTORS. However, in this paper we present the reengineering with the pattern language independent of the used object system. After choosing the object system, we provide all existing components with an export interface in the object system (which resembles mainly the existing header files). Now we connect the export interfaces with the existing C implementations, as in the COMPONENT WRAPPER pattern (the wrappers firstly just forward to the implementations). Now we have a first class representation of all components in the object system, which defines their export part for the EXPLICIT EXPORT/IMPORT pattern. The COMPONENT WRAPPER can be used for changes, while the components are independent black-boxes.
These components are in a first step just plugged together again. A minimal implementation in the object system connects the components with the DISPATCHER. Now we want to extract the hot spots of the application, i.e., the parts which are likely to change often, stepwise into the object system. In this paper, we present two such hot spots and their migration: the communication and database subsystems.
Communication Subsystem Reengineering
For communication within the system and with the client layer a proprietary protocol based on sockets was used. For communication with the storage devices it was partially replaced by an RPC mechanism, that defines some interfaces. But all used communication protocols were hard-wired into the code. Therefore, the communication subsystem was hard to replace, change, or extend. Moreover, explicit interfaces were only partially given. Support for other programming languages (as for instance a Java client) had to be programmed by hand. There was no component-or objectmodel for communication and only a few basic services. Therefore, several services, as known from popular middleware systems (like messaging service or transaction service) were partially implemented and maintained by hand.
There were several possible solutions to these problems: An RPC mechanism could be used for the entire system in combination with a component model. Alternatively a middleware technology with its implied component model (e.g. CORBA) could be applied. Or a web-based solution on top of HTTP could be used. Here CORBA was selected as middleware in order to let the system benefit from its services and because of relatively high platform/language independence. But the resulting system architecture should not depend on one technology. The communication subsystem itself should be exchangeable as a component.
Through the existing application we already know the required communication facilities of the system. Thus we can extract the calls to the communication subsystem, that are scattered through the code. In addition we can build an equal, generic import interface with EXPLICIT EX-PORT/IMPORT. Firstly, the communication classes, like AdminComm, ArchiveComm, RetrievalComm, and SQLComm, are nearly identical to the structure of the proprietary communication protocol. Later on we will refine the implementations to more generic interfaces. E.g., the archive and retrieval communication classes are unified to one class, but the ArchiveComm and RetrievalComm classes are maintained as ADAPTERS [2] to this class for piecemeal legacy migration.
We simply build for each type of communication function an abstract method in the interface classes. Afterwards we have an abstract view onto the communication of the system in the OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER. We can replace calls to the proprietary protocol stepwise with calls to the import interfaces of the archive/retrieval system's communication component. But we still have to realize the CORBA communication component.
In order to obtain a piecemeal migration, we have to create an IDL interface and stub/skeleton classes in the CORBA implementation language (here: C++) several times until the reengineering effort is completed. At least for this time period import, export, and IDL interface carry the same information redundantly. Therefore, we propose to use an automatic generation of export interface and IDL from the import, as in shown Figure 1 .
The import interface is written by hand. A generation tool produces corresponding export and IDL interfaces. With an introspective scripting language, as XOTCL, we can use the introspection facilities to retrieve the interface from the import interface implementation automatically. Otherwise we have to write a small parser. Finally, we have to integrate the sightly different object system of CORBA with the object system of the chosen OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER. Such paradigm integration tasks can be fulfilled in the COMPO-NENT WRAPPER object. Most often a set of DECORATORS and ADAPTERS on a COMPONENT WRAPPER, that only forwards messages, are sufficient. A more convenient way for such interface adaptations is to register a BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEPTOR on the COMPONENT WRAPPER object. The export implementations of these components in the OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER, therefore, are COMPONENT WRAPPERS to the C++ implementations of CORBA stubs/skeletons. 
Database Interface Reengineering
The database management system integration faced similar problems as the communication subsystem. The code for DBMS access of the two used DBMSs was scattered over the code. A re-compilation of the system was necessary in order to exchange the used DBMS. Central adaptations, e.g. in the used SQL dialects, were nearly impossible, but had to be propagated through the code.
In addition to these problems, it is explicitly required that different database products and especially different versions of the same products, have to be supported. Often customers already have a DBMS installation. Since the costs of DBMS are quite high in comparison to the document archive/retrieval system, it is undesirable that customers have to buy another version of the DBMS, just because the archive/retrieval system can not work with the existing version. Therefore, new DBMS versions have to be rapidly adopted by the archive/retrieval system.
The former solution consists mainly of ifdef preprocessor directives of the following style that were scattered through the code: This solution was inelegant, hard to read, and hard to change. Changes could not be made centrally, but had to be propagated through the code. Therefore, errors were hard to trace .
In Figure 2 we can see the architecture with the pattern language. Again we build a generic interface to database access. Then we build COMPONENT WRAPPERS to C/C++ implementations of different DBMS products/versions in the OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER. Thereby we have "simulated" a small object-oriented database on top of the relational database. The COMPONENT WRAPPERS seamlessly integrate and adapt the relational paradigm to the objectoriented paradigm. The different SQL styles of different DBMS products/versions can be handled on the COMPO-NENT WRAPPERS with BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEPTORS that modify the calls, if necessary. Thus we have to pass all calls through a DISPATCHER that invokes the BE-FORE/AFTER INTERCEPTORS.
The database interface is mainly used by the C components. Therefore, we write import interfaces for the C clients, that are called through a C API (as if the OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER would be a native C library). The DIS-PATCHER maps these string-based calls to the export of the database interface. The clients can rely on these interfaces despite changes in the realization. BEFORE/AFTER INTER-CEPTORS in the DISPATCHER can adapt the calls to the changes. init  cleanup  alter table/user  create table/user  drop table/user  delete  insert  select 
Related Work
Here, we sketch some approaches that are known uses of the pattern language. There are several patterns, which implement object systems in other languages. Thus they build partial OBJECT SYSTEM LAYERS. The TYPE OBJECT pattern [6] documents a general approach of enhancing a statically typed object system with dynamic typing.
In [11] the (mainly black-box) component models of current standards, like CORBA, COM, or Java Beans are discussed. As discussed before, these approaches offer the benefits of black-box component reuse, but have problems, when the internals of a component have to changed or adapted. All approaches have enhancements in the direction of the presented pattern language. The IDLs can be seen as a limited variant of EXPLICIT EXPORT/IMPORT. Stub and skeleton are a special form of COMPONENT WRAPPERS. Several approaches, like COM interceptors or Orbix Filters, implement BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEPTOR for distributed object systems.
A more general form of such object-oriented abstractions of the message passing mechanisms in distributed systems are composition filters [1] . Abstract communication types represent abstractions over the interaction of objects. Thus they are a variant of BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEPTOR, which may be used to implement COMPONENT WRAPPERS and/or EXPLICIT EXPORT/IMPORT. Roles as in [8] , meta-object protocols [7] , meta-classes, and several similar approaches to express multiple concerns, impose meta-level behavior over an object. Therefore, these approaches can be used to implement BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEPTOR.
The architecture description language ¥ [3] offers support for EXPLICIT EXPORT/IMPORT. In a process of component configuration the imports can be mapped to exports. But in this concept configurations can not be changed at runtime.
Conclusion
We have presented an architectural pattern language for piecemeal migration of large existing software systems to component technology and a more flexible architecture. The existing C implementation of the system in focus was split in a piecemeal process to black-box components wrapped behind COMPONENT WRAPPERS. BEFORE/AFTER INTER-CEPTORS let us bring in customizations decomposed and transparent to the component and its clients. An OBJECT SYSTEM LAYER with an explicit DISPATCHER provides a suitable way to implement and maintain the combination of COMPONENT WRAPPER and BEFORE/AFTER INTERCEP-TORS. Through EXPLICIT EXPORT/IMPORT components define their required environment. Thus it becomes easy to exchange implementations without interference with clients or imported components. All changes induced by the patterns can be applied in a piecemeal process and existing implementations can be reused. The usage of the presented patterns generates the context for other patterns of the pattern language, because of their differing granularity and interlocking pattern dependencies.
